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I. INTRODUCTION 

The primary physical results of streamer chamber film pro
cessing like particle impulse and ionization information de
pend on the quality parameters of photographic recording of 
streamer track information. There are special conditions of 
image recording and image processing of streamer chamber films 
like streamer image intensity jitter, flares in the chamber 
and the demand to easy discriminationof the streamer image.To 
optimize the information gain from streamer chamber pictures 
we intend to.match the photographic process to these special 
conditions, whereby a high sensitivity, good rendering of de
tails and a low noise level have to be reached. 

2. STREAMER CHAMBER TRACK PHOTOGRAPHY 

2. I. Photographic Recordinv nf P~rtir1P Tr~r~c 
in Streamer Chambers 

The streamer chamber is an optical track chamber working 
on the principle of gaseous discharge. Particle impulse and 
information on the ionization of the charged particles are 
the primary physical results from streamer chamber photographs 
of a magnet spectrometer (i.e., RISK 111 ), where the impulse 
is gained from the track geometry. In refs./2,3/ streamer 
production and the principle of measurement in streamer cham
bers are discussed. Streamers are small cylindrical gas dis
charges whose emitted photon number corresponds approximately 
to the sensitivity of high speed films. Therefore the whole 
photographical system consisting of camera, photographic film, 
film processing and image processing influences the physical 
rP.sult. Evaluations of the quality of the optical systems of 
the spectrometer RISK are referred in papers 14 ·51. In the case 
of measuring primary ionization the application of electro
optical image intensifiers is necessary. In ref. 161 there
sults of investigations on image intensifiers and the mecha
nical-optical interaction of image intensifier and photographic 
film in streamer chamber photography are gi_YJW.,____ ________ ..., 
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2.2. Photographic Exposure Conditions in Streamer Chambers 

Streamers are originated in the streamer chamber under the 
influence of an electrical field of 15-20 kV/cm applied near
ly_S ns from an avalan~he discharge. Its dimensions, radiance, 
em1tted energy and spectral distribution depend on the mixture 
and pressure of the chamber gas, the properties of the applied 
electrical pulse and the delay time between the signal of the 
particle trigger and the application of the high voltage. For 
the spectrometer RISK we assume a gas mixture of 50% helium, 
507. neon, streamers of 10 mm length and 1 mm diameter and 
a mean radiance of 2·10-4 erg/(mm2 s·sr). The radiance fluctua
tes within the tracks and depending on the voltage jitter by 
two orders of magnitude. The utilization of two stage intensi
fiers on the spectrometer RISK is ne~essary because the pro
vided me~surin~ of primary ionization requires the nearly comp
lete reg1strat1on of the streamers and a f-number 5.6 has to 
be used because of the large chamber depth (80 em). Though 
using image intensifiers the utilization of high sensitive 
films for example ORWO N27 (27°DIN) is necessary. The resol
ving power on the film amounts to approximately 20 lp/mm. The 
streamer image intensity depends furthermore strongly on the 
distance of optical axis of the electrostatic-focused image 
intensifiers and on the defocusion. 

2.3. Resulting Aims to Photographic Recording Process 

Taking into account the conditions and aims of the streamer 
chamber method we can summarize some aims to the photographic 
process. First, the sensitivity of the speedy film has to be 
completely expropriated to realize the demand all streamers 
are to be registered. The streamer images are to be suitable 
for the processing on all ordinary measuring and scan devices 
~HPD, SO~AS, HEVAS, AELT-2) to obtain geometry and ionization 
1nformat1on. 

_Therefore ~t is necessary that a sufficient image contrast 
(h7gh modulat1on transfer from 1 ••• 30 lp/mm) and signal-to
~o1se.ratio are given. The image background caused by scatter-
1ng l1ght, detector noise, film grain, amplifier noise as well 
as fog are to be minimized. The images of intensive flares in 
the streamer chamber are to be suppressed. The dependence of 
streamer image density is to keep small against variation of 
the streamer image intensity which amounts generally to a 
range of 10 3 • In the case of measuring the primary ionization 
by tr~ck ~h~tom:try the recognition of the streamer images and 
the d1scr1m1nat1on of streamers and gaps is very difficult if 
the transmittance of the streamers varies. Streamer image 
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diameter and the gap length have to depend slightly on the va
riation of the streamer image intensity. This demand follows 
from the latter and from the limited resolution. The trans
mittance distribution of the streamer image is bell-shaped. 
Therefore the streamer image diameter increases generally 
with increasing image intensity (and usually density). That 
is why one should try to make the streamer image transmit
tance independent of the image intensity. 

Because of the variations of the image intensity it is ne
cessary to obtain an exposure latitude of to2 ••• 1oa.Within 
this range resolution, modulation transfer and granularity 
should have only a small variation. 

The shape of the characteristic curve is then ideal for 
application on streamer chambers if the density jumps nearly 
the exposure corresponding to the ultimate sensitivity on 
a certain, not very high value (i.e.,D=0.6 ... 0.8 ) and does 
not vary for ~ncreasing exposure (similar a step-function). 

The development of the streamer chamber films of the spect
rometer RISK will take place on a cinefilm processing machine. 
Therefore the developer composition and developing conditions 
have to be matched to machine conditions. 

3. REALIZATION OF THE PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESS REQUESTED 

To meet these demands in a photographic process it is ne
cessary to take into consideration this process as a whole, 
consisting in the formation of the latent image and the buil
ding up of the photographic density by development. The first 
one ~r~~ry depends on the photographic material used, and so 
sens1t1v1ty and consequently the size of the silver grains 
of the ready silver image will be decided on it. The quality 
of the silver image given by its density, its characteristic 
curve, its resolving power a.s.o. can be affected by process
ing considerably. 

3. I, The Film Uaterial 

Because one of the most important demands to obtain a very 
high sensitivity cannot only be caused by processing, we star
ted from NP7 respectively BV 2 ORWO (22° DIN) films. For fi
nal experiments NP 7 was used only by practical reason. It 
must be pointed out, that just the peculiarity of these ma
terials is quite opposite to the realization of the other de
sirable qualities of the image, like a characteristic curve 
with high Y or detail rendering as much as possible indepen
dent of exposure. 
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3.2. Photographic Processing 

3.2.1. Development 

To approximate the characteristic curve to a step-function 
a developer has to be found obtaining a high contrast without 
decreasing the sensit1vity. With formula (I) the sensitivity 
was nearly duplicated in comparison with the information of 
the establishment. With it first of all the toe of the curve 
was lifted while an extended top and therefore an extended 
exposure latitude (more than three powers) with maximum den
sities of three resulted. 

3.2.2. Limiting the Maximum Density 

There are different possibilities to limit the maximum den
sity and with it the too large exposure latitude. It would be 
a good chance to restrain the development by an autocatalytic 
reaction, known from compensating developers and from tanning 
development. This method has the pull, that simultaneous the 
so-called micro-characteristic curve is made more steep so 
that the spreading of the streamers caused by scattering of 
light within the layer will be restrained. 

The second possibility is to reduce the whole quantity of 
AgBr available to form the maximum density either from the 
outset or during processing. When the film with its fixed con
t~nt nf A~Rr ia gi~~~~ AgH~ ~~~be p~rti~!!y ~~!~~d b~f~~~ 

or during development. Dissolving the AgBr before development 
it is necessary to 'stabilize the germs of the latent image by 
a pre-development, by baths of noble metals or by latensifica
tion to prevent a loss of sensitivity. Fixing developers are 
doing this stabilization simultaneous to the developing reac
ti.on. So they should be the most similar means for limiting 
the maximum density as requested. However the loss of sensiti
vity nevertheless occurrin-g is too great (2 •.• 3 DIN). A sui
table practice basing on this method has to be balanced care
fully with the film employed and the processes of solving, 
stabilizing and developing. One of a technic discovered should 
be informed, with which a constant value of Dmax could be 
maintained about more than 3 powers of exposure. The gradient 
of this curve will be one and the sensitivity of the optimal 
negative development is not decreased. 

After exposure a short pre-development in a surface deve
loper (formula (2)) occurs, followed by partially dissolving 
in the solvent (formula (3)) for ca IS sec. After washing 
thoroughly the actual development takes place in the developer 
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formula I. Increasing temperature from 20° C to 30°C even an 
additional increase of sensitivity to 30 ..• 32 DIN is possible. 

3.2.3. The Reversal Process 

Though the quality of the photographic receiver requested 
is maintained by this practice, another technic will give 
much more reliable results and will be less sickly to troubles. 
This is the reversal development, where by developing done 
twice a positive arises. The streamer appears clear on the 
black ground. In this process the final picture originates 
from AgBr grains of the second development, which were.n?t 
exposed by exposing the object. These are the less sens1t1ve 
grains and with it the smallest grains of the layer. Co~side
ring the wide grain size distribution of high sensitive emul
sions this reversal image is much more fine-grained than the 
corresponding negative image. 

Moreover by building up the image twice, the limiting of 
the maximum and minimum density and their keeping on a cons
tant value are easier to govern. 

Reversal development is done in the following way: 
t. First exposure: The object is copied to the layer; 
2. First development: The negative silver image arises; 
3. This silver image is bleached and washed; 
4. Second development: The positive image is built up. 
The diagram (~) showing the negative and positive curve 

of the reversal process illustrates that the limiting of Dmax 
is possible in two ways. Either the fog of the first develop
ment is increased or before building up the reversal image the 
amount of the remainded AgBr is decreased. The first method 
results in a flat characteristic curve with a very low gra
dient at the top of the curve. With it parts of the sensiti
vity obtained by the first development are given away. Compa
red to it the characteristic curve obtained by the second 
method keeps the gradient at the top and at the toe and no 
sensitivity is lost. In praxis of course the constructed posi
tive curve is not obtained exactly. Additional factors take 

Fig.!. Creation of reversal 
characteristic curve by in
fluence of fogging and sol
vation. H - irradiation, re
lative,D-density, relative. 

~~'----~------------~~---1 . ......... posih.e -----, ~ 
- -·-.._ \ \ 
sotvatioo ·'\ . 
fogging _ ><;.~ 
---- / \. ........... 

w...-==-~--~''--......._-""'~~ _":::- -~· --log H 
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part. For instance the velocity of solution is not constant 
for all parts of the image. It depends on the amount of the 
first image and tanning of the gelatin during the bleaching 
of the first silver image causes modification. We used to 
some purpose the following technic (see appendix II). After 
first exposure and development in formula I, the image was 
bleached in a bleaching-bath (formula 4), cleared (formula 5), 
and washed thoroughly. The reversal image was not produced 
by reduction in a developer solution but by blackening in 
a solution of sodium sulfide (formula 6) to produce Ag~. This 
image obtained is of brownish colour with high covering power. 
To dissolve the surplus of AgBr for the second image the 
blackening process was divided in two parts. The first short 
pre-blackening comparable with the stabilizing pre-develop
ment protect the small details and low densities of the posi
tive from solving too quick. Dissolving process (formula 7) 
and the final blackening (formula 6) were carried in this 
way that positive curves resulted. With maximum density on 
a low constant value and the minimum density given by the fog 
of the reversal process for more than 3 powers of exposure. 

4. RESULTS 

The reversal process was investigated in two stages, by 
:'"'"~ ~evelupmtmL ami :i at:er, ai ter successtul test1ng on the 
processing machine with a considerable amount of film more 
than 1000 m. In the following we shall present the results 
and compare them with the aims established in 2.3. 

Figure 2 shows the characteristic curve of the applied re
versal process using typical parameters compared with the cha
racteristic curve of the negative process (formula 8) applied 
to RISK streamer chamber films. The curve is a non ideal step
function with a transition region of 1\logH$0.7. There are 
practically two density levels, the upper Dmax-0.6 and the 
lower Dm. •0.05+0.10. The level Dmax was fixed on this value 
to have ~~nvenient conditions for visually image scanning. 

The resulting macro-contrast 

T- transparency 
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is C.., 0.63. This value can be compared with that measured on 
films of the bubble chamber Mirabelle 171. The mean contrast 
of bubble images on Mirabelle-films is C = 0. 32. 

negative 

~ 
·v; 
c ., 

"0 

-3. 0 log H 

Fig.2. Characteristic curves 
of reversal process and RISK 
standard negative development. 
H- irradiation (lxs), D
density. 
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Fig.3. Dependence of minimum 
density Dmin and maximum 
density Dmu: on the process
ing time tThio (in minutes) 
in the solvation bath. 

In fig.2 it is shown, that the sensitivity of the reversal 
process is minimallv the same as for thP nPe~tivP ~rnr~~~. T~~ 

minimum exposition for both processes in streamer images 
amounts to about the same exposure.The exposure latitude for 
the reversal process is greater than two orders of magnitude 
corresponding to the constant value of Dmin· Extended bright ob
jects like flares in the streamer chamber are relatively sup
pressed by the reversal process, i.e., not intensified to ma
ximum densities as for the negative process. There is a possi
bility to vary parameters of the characteristic curve by 
changing parameters of the reversal process to adapt the pic
tures to measuring devices, In fig.3 an example for the de
pendence of the densities D mu: , Dmin on the duration of the 
solving bath is shown. The maximum resolving power of the re
versal process is the same (R.74 lp/mm) as for the negative 
process (R = 75 lp/mm) and the dependence of the resolution on 
exposition does not differ for both processes. That means, that 
the relative independence of resolution on the exposition re
quested is not reached, because it is caused by light scatter
ing in the layer and of the first step of the reversal process 
similar to the usual negative process. 

The discussion of noise and background characteristics 
shows some advantage of the reversal process. The fine grain 
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gives a lower and narrow noise signal to be filtered easier. 
There is a lower noise scanning the clear streamer images by 
a slit comparing with the results on black streamer images. 
Furthermore fog is no ~ore a problem, that is a success in 
practical handling of the high sensitive films and results 
in a better signal-to-noise ratio. As written above high expo
sition background is relatively suppressed. 

Because of these noise properties,the two-level characte
ristics and the possibility of tuning some properties of cha
racteristic curve the reversal process is very suitable to 
measure the so-developed film on automatic and semi-automatic 
measuring devices. As was also mentioned above this special 
reversal process can be used for machine developing and a con
siderable amount of film is already developed. 

The authors express their deep gratitude to N.B.Edovina, 
L.P.Pissareva and the whole staff of photolaboratory for their 
work. 

APPENDIX I 

Formula I 

0.14 g phenidone 
13 g hydroquinone 
60 g Na.,SO, 
18 g Na'OH-
8 g KBr 
4 g KSCN 
I g benztriazole 

Formula 2 

0.227 g phenidone 
1.136 g ascorbid acid 

Formula 3 

so g Na;2o3
• 5H 2 o 

10 g Na~3 
Formula 4 

5 g K 2Cr 20 7 
10 ml H.zS04 cone. 

Formula 5 

70 g Na 2S03 

8 

to 1000 ml Hp 

to 1000 ml H 20 
PH 9.5 

to 1000 ml H 20 

Formula 6 

20 g Na2 S 

Formula 7 

ISO g Na 2S2 0 3 ·5H 2 0 
30 g K,S 20 5 
I ml H:aS() 4 cone • 

Formula 8 ASP-20 developer 

5 g Methol 
6 g hydroquinone 
50 g Na2 SO 3 
31 g Na~0 3 
2 g KBr 
0.1 g benztriazole 
I g poliox-IOa (resin) 

APPENDIX II 

Reversal development 

I. First development 
2. Bleaching 
3. Clearing 
4. Pre-blackening 
5. Solving 
6. Blackening 
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6ep D., WMHA~ H. E13-82-421 
06paTHMOe npOA8neHHe ¢QTOrpa~HH TpeK08 H3 CTpHMepH~X KaMep 

Uenb 3TOH pa6or~ - HaHTH MeTOA ~ororpa~H4ecKoro npoA8neHHA, KOTop~H 
npHroAeH AnA JanHCH H3o6pa*eHHH cTpHMepH~x rpeKo8, T.e. MeTOA, AnA 
KOTOporo xapaKTepHa 8~COKaA 4Y8CT8HTenbHOCTb,TOnbKO A8a yp08HA CHrHana 
Ha nneHKe, HH*HAA 3a8HCHMOCTb TpeK080rO CHrHana OT APKOCTH CTpHMepa H ero 
H3o6pa*eHHA, KOTopaA Kone6neTCA 8 6onbwoM AHana3oHe, H noAa8neHHe wyHa. 
Heo6XOAHHO npHHeHATb 3TOT HeTOA Ha npOA804HOH HaWHHe 8 cny4ae pa6or~ C 
nneHKaMH 8~COKOH 4Y8CT8HTenbHOCTH. 3TH Tpe608aHHA HO*HO 8~nonHHTb, HCnOnb-
3yA o6paTHHOe npoA8neHHe. Ha nep80H 3Tane npo~ecca npOA8neHHA AOCTHrHyT 
B~COKHH ypoBeHb ayanH C npHHeHeHHeH npo~eAYP~ paCTBOpeHHA 6pOHHAa cepe6pa 
nocne o6pa~eHHA. XapaKTepHaA KPHBaA HHeeT TOflbKO ABa ypOBHA ~OTOrpa~H4eCKOH 
nnOTHOCTH C Hafl~M nepeXOAH~H AHana30HOH. CneAOBaTeflbHO, nnOTHOCTb CTPHMep
H~X CHrHanOB npaKTH4eCKH He 3aBHCHT OT ApKOCTH CTpHHepOB H AOCTHraeTCA XO
powee pa3peweHHe, HH3KaA 3epHHCTOCTb, nOAaBneHHe 3aCBe4HBaHHA H HH3KHH 
ypoBeHb WyHa B CHrHanax APKHX CTPHHepH~X H306pa*eHHH. 

Pa6ora a~nonHeHa a fla6opaTOPHH AAePH~~ npo6neH OH~H. 

B~hr J., Schmidt I. 
Reversal Film Deve lopme nt for 

E13-82-421 
r m r C mber Trac k Photog r h 

It Is the aim of this work to create a method of photographic develop
ment specially adapted to streamer image recording, i.e., with high sensit-i
vity, only two signal levels, low dependence of the track signal on image 
Intensity having a great jitter and noise suppression. The method has to be 
suitable for machine development of high speed films. A reversal photo
graphic development was used to realize these demands, whereby strong 
foggi·ng in the first step negative development and a solving process for 
sllver \bromide after blackening are specially introduced process st"ages. 
This results in a step-function shaped character istic curve with · small 
transition region having only two s ignal levels, i . e., independence of 
streamer image density, good resolution, fine grain, suppression o f flares 
and low noise in the signal of the clear streamer images. 

The investigation has been pe rformed at the Laboratory of Nuclear 
Problems, JINR . 
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